We identify Cartan algebras in certain semidirect products and prove that every involution of a real Lie algebra leaves invariant some Cartan algebra. Moreover, we establish the adaptability of invariant Cartan algebras and invariant Levi decompositions and prove some conjugacy theorems for invariant Cartan algebras.
Introduction and notation
A Cartan algebra of a Lie algebra is a nilpotent subalgebra which is its own normalizes The importance of Cartan algebras for the structure and representation theory of semisimple Lie algebras is well known, but Cartan algebras also play a prominent role in arbitrary Lie algebras, for example, in the Lie theory of semigroups and in the theory of causal structures on homogeneous spaces; see [3] and the bibliography included in this monograph. Although a rather complete account on Cartan algebras is available (see [1, Chapter VII]), the results presented here seem to have escaped attention until now.
An involution of a Lie algebra a is an automorphism a: g -> g such that a2 = idB ; involutions arise naturally in the study of symmetric spaces. Writing L := {x £ g\ox = x} and Q := {x £ g\ax = -x} , we obtain the decomposition 0 = L © Q which is symmetric in the following sense:
Conversely, every symmetric decomposition of a Lie algebra uniquely determines an involution. Two symmetric decompositions g = Lx © Qx = L2 © Q2
are called compatible if g = (Lx n L2) © (L, n Q2) © «2i n L2) © (ßi n Q2).
If X is a subalgebra of 9, then so is ZXY ; if X is a subalgebra of g and Y is a vector space, then Nx Y isa subalgebra of g. Moreover, the set of regular elements of g is denoted by Reg(g). For a representation </>: g -► gl(K) of a Lie algebra 9 we let V°(&):= iv € V\ for any x £ 9 there is an n £ N such that 4>(x)nv -0} and lo(fl) := iv € F|0(.x)?; = 0 f°r every x £ L). Trivially, Vq($) is a 9-submodule of V. The identity 4>ix)n<f>(y) = E (nk)H(^x)ky)<f>(x)"-k (x,y£H) k=o ^ ' shows that also Vo ig) isa g-submodule of V if g is nilpotent. Clearly, Irj(g) Ç F°(g), and V0(g) = {0} if and only if V°(g) = {0} ; in this case, the action of g on F is called effective.
Let A and B be two Lie algebras and <j>: A -> Derß a Lie algebra homomorphism. Then the semidirect product of A and B with respect to </> is denoted by g:= A x^B ; i.e., g = /I x B with the Lie bracket
The results
The first lemma generalizes Problem VII.2(7) in [1, p. 58] and is of some independent interest. Since many examples are constructed as semidirect products, it gives a convenient criterion for identifying a Cartan algebra. The base-field is arbitrary in this lemma. shows that [V, V] ç V so that F is a (necessarily nilpotent) subalgebra of A^. Also, V is an //-submodule of N. This shows that h is a well-defined subalgebra of g.
(b) We prove that h is nilpotent. We are in the situation that V and H are nilpotent algebras and <j>: H -► Der F is a homomorphism such that all operators 4>(h) (h £ H) are nilpotent. We show by induction on n := dimHxV that in this situation the algebra H x^V is always nilpotent.
The case n = 0 is trivial. Let n > 1. If V = {0} then H x^V £ H, and we are done. Otherwise the center Z(V) of V is nonzero (because V is nilpotent) and invariant under the action of H. By Engel's theorem, there is an element v0 # 0 in Z(V) with <¡>(H)vq = {0}. Now it is easy to check that (vq, 0) belongs to the center Z(b) of h, whence Z(h) n V / {0} so
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use that h/(Z(h) f)V) = Hx<j> (K/(Z(h) n V)) has lower dimension than h. but is again of the type under consideration. By induction hypothesis, h/(Z(h) D V) is nilpotent. But then so is h, as a central extension of h/(Z(h) n V).
(c) We show that h is its own normalizer in g. Let (x, n) £ Ngi) so that
Then x £ NLH = H. Now choose (x1, v') := (h, 0) to see that 4>(h)n £ V for all h £ H. But then the definition of V implies that n £ V. This shows (x, n) £ H x V = h , so the condition ABh = rj is established. D
The second lemma has been singled out from the proof of Theorem 1 to avoid an interruption of the chain of reasoning; it will also be needed in the proof of Theorem 3. The base-field K is again arbitrary except for the conjugacy claim in part (b) where charA^ = 0 is assumed. . We shall construct a Cartan algebra H which is adapted to this decomposition. Pick any maximal abelian subspace AF in Q n P, and let Ak be maximal abelian in ZQn¡c(Ap). It is easy to check that A := A^ + Ap is maximal abelian in Q and that Z¿A = (ZlA) f)K + (ZLA) n P. Now pick BP maximal abelian in (ZlA) n P, and let Br be maximal abelian in Z(Zla)dk(Bp) ■ As before, we easily verify that B := BK + BP is maximal abelian in Z^A ; moreover, H :-B + A is maximal abelian in g. We claim that the operator ad(h) is semisimple for every h £ H. Indeed, write h = b% + bp + a% + ap. Each of the four operators ad(bii), ad(bp), ad(ax), ad(aP) is semisimple, ft But f Note that e" W = idB + ad (°) is a well-defined automorphism for an arbitrary basefield. tf If k e K and p e P , then ad(fc) is skew-symmetric and ad(p) is symmetric with respect to the inner product -#(•, #•) ; in particular, ad(fc) and ad(p) are semisimple. these four operators commute, so they are simultaneously diagonalizable over C. Hence ad(h) = ad(bK) + ad(bp) + ad(a¡c) + ad(aP) is semisimple. Now a subalgebra H of a semisimple Lie algebra is a Cartan algebra if and only if H is maximal abelian and all operators ad(h) are semisimple. This shows that H is a Cartan algebra. But H is obviously c-invariant, contradicting our choice of g as a counterexample. Hence g cannot be semisimple.
(b) Let R be the radical of g ; then R ^ {0} by (a). Since R is a characteristic ideal of g, we can choose a minimal a -invariant ideal / ^ {0} of g inside R . Then / is solvable so that [I, I]c I. On the other hand, [/, /] is again a o"-invariant ideal of g and, hence, must be {0} due to the minimality of /. This means that / is abelian. Consequently, / # g. Now a induces an involution ä on the quotient algebra g := g// which has lower dimension than g. Jiince g was ajriinimal counterexample, there is a oinvariant Cartan algebra H of g. But H is necessarily of the form (// + /)// where H is a Cartan algebra of g; see [1, VII.2.3, Corollary 2, p. 24]. The rJ-invariance of H yields a(H) ç H + I. Now U := H + I is a subalgebra of g because / is abelian, and a leaves U invariant so that o\u is an involution of U. Suppose U C g. Then U possesses a a -invariant Cartan algebra H because g is a minimal counterexample. But H is necessarily a Cartan algebra of g because U contains the Cartan algebra H of g so that rank U = rank g. But we started with the assumption that g has no a-invariant Cartan algebra! This shows that U = g. Also, //n/ is properly contained in / because otherwise / ç H so that g = H would be nilpotent and hence its only Cartan algebra, which is absurd by the choice of g.
Let us show that the sum g = H + I is direct. Suppose H n / ^ {0} . Then / = (H n /) © a(H n /).
Indeed, (HnI) + o(HnI) ç I is a nonzero a -invariant ideal of g and, hence, is / by the minimality of / . The sum must be direct because the intersection of H n / and a(H n /) is a o -invariant ideal properly contained in / and, hence, must be zero. We want to establish that (**) o=jHr\ oH) © (// n I\ © o(H n /).
H
Since / = (H n /) © o(H n /), we have g = H + I = H + o(H n /). But this is a direct sum because H n a(H n /) = (H D I) n a(H n /) = {0}. Hence g = H © a(H n /). Also, (H n oH) n (H n /) = (// n /) n (oH n /) = (H n /) n a(H n /) = {0}. So the remaining condition //=(// n oH) © (H n /)
is a consequence of the following dimension argument:
Now from (**) we conclude by induction on n that gW ç (H n o-H){n) + (//("' n /) + cr(//(n) n /), which implies that g is nilpotent. But this is absurd.
(d) It remains to treat the case g = H © /. Lemma 1 shows that H © Io(H) is a Cartan algebra of g. But since H is already a Cartan algebra of g, we conclude that Io(H) -{0} so that the action of H on / is effective. Now Lemma 2 shows that g possesses a cr-invariant Cartan algebra. So finally we end up with a contradiction; the theorem is proved. D
We now turn to the question of the conjugacy of cr-invariant Cartan algebras under the group (eadL) where a: g -► g is an involution and L is the fixedpoint set of a. We need the following preparatory result which shows how cr-invariant Cartan algebras can be constructed from a certain variety in g. To establish (c) we define an equivalence relation on V n Reg(g) by x ~ y : o-g°(x) and g°(y) are conjugate under (eadL).
If y is close to x e Reg g then by part (b) we can write y = gx' where g £ (eadL) and x' 6 g°(x) n Reg g so that g°(x') = g°(x) ; but then g°(y) = g°(gx') = g • g°(x') = g • g°(x). This argument shows that if y is close to x then x ~ y ; hence the equivalence classes under ~ are open. Since each such class is the complement of the union of the other classes, the equivalence classes are also closed and hence must be unions of connected components of V n Reg g. Since this set has only a finite number of connected components, the claim follows. D
For solvable Lie algebras an even better conjugacy theorem holds.
Theorem 3. Let g be a finite-dimensional solvable Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero, and let a: g -> g be an involution with the corresponding symmetric decomposition g = L@Q. If Hx and H2 are two o-invariant Cartan algebras of g, then there is an element x £ L n C°°g such that H2 = eadxHx. Proof. We proceed by a reductio ad absurdum as in the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose the claim is false, and pick a counterexample g of minimal dimension; clearly g cannot be nilpotent. As in part (b) of the proof of Theorem 1, we can choose a minimal crinvariant ideal / ^ {0} of g ; then / is abelian and / ^ g. If Hx and H2 are cr-invariant Cartan algebras of g, then Hx and H2 are cr-invariant Cartan algebras of g := g// where ~d is the involution of g induced by a. Since g is solvable again but has lower dimension than g and hence is not a counterexample, there is an element t\ £ C°°g with at, = <¡f such that (3) H¡ = eadiTTx.
(The same notation for different exponential functions will cause no problem.) Since C°°g = C°°g + /, we can write £ = a + I with a £ C°°g. Then also £ = oc¡ = a a + I, and hence £, = \(a + ad) + I. Thus we can write Ç = y + I where y := \(a + a a) lies in In C°°g because C°°g is a characteristic ideal and hence cr-invariant. Then equation (3) Since {x e C°°g|crx = x} is a nilpotent algebra, the exponential function of the group ({eadx\x £ C°°g, ox = x}) is surjective. Hence we can find an element
x £ C°°g such that ox = x and eadzeady = e*dx so that H2 = eadxHx , contradicting our choice of g as a counterexample. We conclude that U = g. Part (c) of the proof of Theorem 1 shows that the sum g = H2 + I must then be direct. But for an algebra of the form g = //© / with an abelian ideal / the claim was established in part (b) of Lemma 2. This contradiction shows that our assumption was false; the claim is indeed true. D To formulate our next theorem, we denote by conj(g, a) the number of conjugacy classes of cr-invariant Cartan algebras under the action of the group (ezdL) where L = {x £ g\ox -x} . Theorem 4. Let g be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero, and let R be the radical of g. Suppose that R ^ {0} and that con)(g/R, or) < oo. If o is an involution of g and or is the involution of g/R induced by a, then conj(g, a) < conj(g/Z?, or). Proof. The proof is a modification of that of Theorem 3. Suppose that the claim is false, and pick a counterexample (g, cr) of minimal dimension; then there are pairwise nonconjugate cr-invariant Cartan algebras Hx, .. This clearly contradicts our choice of Hx, ... , Hm as being pairwise nonconjugate. G Combining Theorems 2 and 4, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 5. Let g be a finite-dimensional real Lie algebra, and let o : g -► g be an involution with the corresponding symmetric decomposition g -L © Q. Then the number of conjugacy classes of o-invariant Cartan algebras under the action of (eadL) is finite. Proof. We have conj(g, o) < con)(g/R, oR) by Theorem 4 and conj(g/R, or) < oo by Theorem 2 because g/R is semisimple. D It is often convenient to treat a question concerning the structure of Lie algebras for semisimple algebras and solvable algebras separately and then to obtain a result for arbitrary Lie algebras by using a suitable Levi decomposition. Hence we ask for the compatibility of cr-invariant Cartan algebras and cr-invariant Levi complements.
Let R be the radical of a Lie algebra g. A Levi decomposition g = R + S and a Cartan algebra H of g are called adapted if H = (Hr\R) + (Hf)S). The following statements will be proved. Given a cr-invariant Cartan algebra H, there is a a-invariant Levi complement S such that // = (// n R) + (H n S).
Conversely, given a cr-invariant Levi complement S, there is a cr-invariant Cartan algebra H such that // = (// n R) + (H n S). Of course, the special choice a :-id0 gives the well-known adaptability claim in the case where no involution is considered.
Theorem 6. Let g be a finite-dimensional real Lie algebra with radical R, and let a : g -> g be an involution. 
